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By I.. Stewart Rolls, C. Dewey Havill, 
and George R. Holden 

An experimental technique has been developed which enables a deters- 
mination of the net propulsive Porte acting on an afterburner-equipped 
airplane in flight. The thrust measurenaent is based on the variation 
of static amI total pressure and stagnation teIpl?erature across the fuse- 
lage exit as determined by a swinging pitot-static pressure and tempera- 
ture probe. The details are also presented for en air-cooled fixed- 
pressure probe for the determination of basic en@ne thrust. 

IETROIYJCTION 
. 

The need of research end development flight test groups for prac- 
tical methods of measuring propulsive forces in flight has been greatly 
increased with the advent of high-power turbojet engines using 
afterburner-thrust augmentation. The necessity of providing large 
amounts of cooling air for both airframe end engine has resulted in 
complex engine installations of the type wherein it is very difficult 
either to assess the actual performance of the installed engine or to 
investigate suspected performance losses caused by the cooling-air flow 
without using detdled jet-exit mass-flow and mcmentum surveys. The very 
high jet temperatures (abut 3500° F) accompanying afterburner qeration 
prevent the use of conventimal fixed survey instruments without using 
special materials that are prohibitively expensive end difficult to 
fabricate. 

A power-operated moving probe has been developed at the Ames 
Aeronautical Laboratory and used successfully in flight tests to deter- 
mine the variation of total and static pressure and stagnation temper- 
ture across the jet exit. These measurements sre used to compute the 
gross and net thrust for a typical afterburner+X@pped ffghter airplane. 
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Measurements of the to-k1 pressure in the engine tailpipe with a fixed 
air-cooled probe, together with a knowledge of the air-flow rate through L 
the engine, enabled the thrust Produced by the engine alone to be deter- 
mined. The difference between the thrust at the tailpipe plane and that 
at the jet exit (stinging probe) plane represents the ejector losses plus 

I 

cooling air losses farward of the taIlPip& plane. The isolation of the 
ejector losses requires, in addition, a survey to determine the momentum 
of the secondary air at the tailpipe exit plane. 

This report presents a description of the test equipment and test 
techniques and some typ‘ical flight-test results to aid in Espplication 
of the techniques by other interested flight test groups. 
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SYMBOLS 

radial area, square feet 

gross thrust, pounds 

net -&rust, pounds 

gravitational acceleration, feet per second squared 

constant 

Mach number 

local total pressure, pounds per foot squared 

local static pressure, pounds per foot squared 

free-stream static pressure, pounds per foot squared 

dynamic pressure (pi - p,), pounds per foot squared 

gas constant, pound-foot per pound oF 

thermocouple temperature for zero time lag, oF 

actual thermocouple temperature, OE 
. 

exhaust--gas static temperature, OF 

airplane velocity, feet per second 

air-flow rate, pounds per second 

-c 

i 
total ramdrag, pounds 
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7 ratio of specific heats, dimensionless . 
8 time, seconds 

* . 
GENERAZ; METHOP 

A cross section of a typical jet-actuated ejector and fuselage 
exit is shown in figure 1. Normally, airplane per??ormance testing has 
been based on either estimated or measured engine thrust in the primary 
system only. However, this procedure is not realistic if the use of 
large amounts of cooling air in the secondary system introduces appreci- 
able thrust losses. 

In order to determine the actual thrust for performance or airplane 
drag computations, it is necessary to measure the net propulsive thrust 
at the fuselag? exit, indicated in figure 1 as the swinging probe survey 

. station. In order to evaluate the losses in thrust due to the cooling- 
air flow (i.e, momentum losses in the cooling-air passage and mixing 
losses in the ejector nozzle), it is necessary to measure the primary 
thrust at the tailpipe exit plane or, if a clamshell is used, in the 
clamshell exit plane. 

The desired net propulsive force can be defined as (see refer- 
ence 1): 

. 
*lx waV =FG-- 

g (1) 

. The gross thrust term is obtained by integrating the point-tc+point sur- 
vey of the total and static pressures at the fuselage-exit plane using 
the 8Xpr8SSiOn 

dFG=$&3 (2) 

To Compute the ram drag term in equation (l), it is necessery to 
measure the total air flow through the ejector system. This is done by 
Computing the total Weight flow rate Of the primSZ?Y exhaust gas plus 
cooling air using measured values of local static and total pressures 
and local stagnation temperature. Itisthen sssumedthatthis Weight 
flow is equal to the total. air flow, which Is equivalent to neglecting 

l 
the weight of fuel in the primsry stream. The s;tr flow can then be c011+ 
puted using the following equation: 

dwa~Ji&$g[(Ez)~ +A 
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For the sp8cific case of the primary System, it is possib18 to 
simplify the gross-thrust equation (equation (2)) to: 

1 
2pr 2 7+x =- 
PO ( > --1for%2 +1 ’ 

r+l PO w 

. 

(4) 

(5) 

In the derivation of equations (4) and (S), it is assumed that there is, 
a uniform distribution of pressure across the tailpipe and that the static 
pressure in the nonchoked nozzle case was equal to free-stream static 
pressure* To compute the net thrust-produced by the primary jet, it is 
necessary to know the engine air-flow rate. Three available methods 
are: (1) computationfrom engine operating conditions and engine menu- 
facturer's data on the confpressor, (2) computation.from measured tailpipe 
total and static pressures and temperature, and (3) measurement of the , 
air-flow rate at the engine air inlets. The first method was used in , 
the present tests. 

. 

EQLIIPMEXC AND INSTRUMEXTATION 

Primary Gross-Thrust Measurement 

The fixed total-pressure probe used to measure the primary thrust 
is shown in figure 2. The dimensions are shown in figure 3. Since _ , 
this probe is in the exhaust continuously, it is cooled by air bled 
from the engine compressor. For this purpose, a line l-l/2 inches in 
diameter was connected to the cockpit pressurizing and refrigerating 
system. The average life for a fixed probe was about 6 hours, of 
which approximately 45 minutes was during afterburner operation. I 
Occasionally cracks appeared on the vertical support member which were 
welded between flights. These probes are now being sprayed with alumi- 
num under oxidizing conditions, such that approximately 25 percent of 
the coating is aluminum oxide. Preliminary results of the coated 
probes indicate that the life of the prob.es will be prolonged. .L 

. 
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T+KL Gross-Thrust Measurements 

5 

c(Ti - To) + 0.168 & @I- To)12 dT0 
I =1500de 

The thrust of the over-all ejector system is evaluated Using equa- 
tion (2) with the tot&L and static pressures m8asUr8d by the power- 
operated sW1ngin.g probe shown mounted on the airplane in figure 4. 
Figure 5 is an exploded view showing the tgpe of construction used. 
Although the Swinging probe wan originally air cooled, it wan found 
that the probe was not in the exhaust stream long enough to require 
cooling. The actuator on the probe wan adjusted so that the time 
required to traverse the jet was approximately 4 seconds, The pitot- 
static pr,essure probe was calibrated in th8 Ames 2-by 2-foot transanic 
test equipment. The results of the static-pressure calibration of this 
probe are presented in figure. 6. 

The diff8r8nti~~r8SSUr8 trSnSmitter6 used ar8 Statham'S Mod81 P’22.A 
whichhas arenge of *pounds per squareinch. A total-pressure tube 
wa8 mounted atop the vertical fin of the akplane to supply a reference 
pressure for these total- and static-pressure transmitters. This refer- 
ence pressure wan recorded by a 0 to 15 pounds per sq-uere inch absolute 
pressure transmitter. The transmitters for the swiw probe were 
mounted close to the probe so a~ to minimize the time lag in the tubing 
system. The til?l8 lag CoIBtEUltS (reference 2) for the pr8SSIE8 Systems 
are 0.01 second for the static pressures and 0.=5 sebo$ for the total 
pr8SSlE86. The prOb8 position transducer used w&6 a %liopot Model G. 
A total of approximately h-00 traverses of the jet have b88n made with 
this probe, of which approximately 50 were mad8 with the afterburner 
operatag. 'pha probe does not show eny ill effects .frOm the hot exhaust 
g=. 

Total Air4Flow plleasurements 

To determLn8 the rate of air flow through the ejector systemby 
means of equation (3), it is necessary to knox the variation of static 
temperature across the fuselage exit. The local static temperature con 
be obtained from measurements of the local stagnation temperature and 
local total asd static pressures. To determfne the local stagnation 
t8IQ8ratUr8 a Chromel4lumel thermocouple WaS mounted on the vertical 
member of the swinging probe a~ shown in figure 5. These temperatures 
were recorded on a,rapid-acting s8lf41alancing potentiometer. Th8 tiIM 
constant for the recording system is 0.03 second. The recorded ternper- 
ature from this thermocouple wan used with the following equation to 
determine the loyal sta&ation temperature profile: 

The derivation of this equation is presented in the appendix. 



The method by which the swinging thermocouple was calibrated 
involve43 several assumptions concerning the tempera-e measurements. 
It is assumed that during ground teats with afterburner off, the probe, 
when held statiansrg In the jet, records the true local stagnation ten+ 
p8rakr8 Of the gas. For the range of temperature encuuntered under 
these conditions, it bas been caJxulat8d that t&a thermocouple error 
due to radiation losses is small - of the order of 1 percent of the 
local absolute temperature. As a further check cm the validity of this 
measurement, it is noted that the measured jet center-line temperature 
wan in good agreement with the standard thermocouple used to indicate 
the airplane tailpipe temperature. 

The thermocouple is then swung through the jet and the transient 
measurement of teqfprature is empirically related to the prevloualy 
m8asured steady-state temperature profile. Th8moetdrastic assumption, 
however, is that the relation between the trant318nt and steady-state 
temperature, which is determined for the case of afterb~r-off opera- 
tion, holds without modification for the case of afterburner-on opera- ‘ 
tion. For the case of afterburner-on operation, the maximum jet temper- 
ature is approximately three times the jet temperature during after-r- 
off operation, consequently radiation effects are much more Bevere. At 
this time, insufficient data are awlable to determine the magnitude of 
the error involved br this assumption; howeper, calculations indicate 
thatforthe case ofafterburner-ox.operation,tba errorfnthe maximum 
jet temperature due to radiation loss8s from the swinging probe does not 
exceed lo p8rCent. An-error of this magnitude cax68s an error of approx- 
imately 5 percent in f&3 integrated value of net thrust. Refinements 
ih the temperatnrs measuring technique are currently under development. 

In order to eliminate the speed at which,the swinging probe was 
moved acro8s the jet as a variable, the speedwas heldconstantfor all 
t8St8. 

Precision of Measur8ments 

The Pr8CiSiCmofthe measurements based on th13 leastcountCP1the 
Instnunents and upm the scatter and'repeatabllity of the data are: 

?r. 
ps 
PO 

k5 lb per ft2 
k5 lb per f't' 
k5 lb per ft* 

3 
A (afterburner off) *30 'Ib per ft2 

*G 
~(?%f%erburn8r on) *' 7 lb .r' "* 
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. 

Radial position s/8 in. 
wa 
A(afterburner off) k0.3 lb per set per ft2 

wa 
A(afterburner on) 

i0.6 III per set per ft2 

TPPICALTESTDATA 

Atypical set of data obtained during flight tests of en afterburner- 
equipped fighter airplane is presented in figure 7. The variations of 
total pressure, static pressure, end stmtion temperature are shown as 
a function of radial position at the fuselage exit. The free-stream 
static pressure is also shown in the figure as a reference. By use of 
the methods of this report, these profiles have been used to compute 
the loca3 gross-;thrust and net-thrust variations across the fuselage 
exit. These results are shown 2n figure 8. The total gross- and net- 
propulsive force can be determined by integrating the curves shown in 
figure 8 over the total area of the fuselage exit. The values of total 
gross and net thrust obtained from integrating these.curves are shown 
in figure 8. c 

CONCTRDING REMARKS 

A technique has been developed which enables measurement of the 
propulsive force on akplanes equipped with afterburners. The test 
equQment enables the gross thrust and the air-flow rate at the exit of 
the fuselage to be computed. These data enable the net thrust'to be 
determined with en over-all accuracy of about 5 percent at the full 
power conditicm. 

Ames Aeronautfcal Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, California 
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APPENDIX 

!CFMFzRAToREcAIIEIRATIoN 

The method used to calibrate the swinging-probe thermocouple was 
as follows. The steady-state temperature prpffle across the jet exit 
WEIS first established by means of ground tests. The probe was'held at 
vsrzLous fixed positions in the jet, and the .temperature recorded after 
the thermocouple temperature had reached equilibrium at each position. 
A typical temperature profile is shown in figure 9. The thermocouple 
was then swung through the jet end its response recorded. Figure 10 
shows a typ-Lcal thermocouple response (To) and also the respcmse .which 
a thermocouple with zero time lag would have (Ti). In this figure, the 
curve labeled Ti was obtained from figure 9 and a knowledge of probe 
position as a function of time. 

In order to relate the transient temperature as Lndicated by the 
swingWg probe to the pretiously estabUshed steady-state temperature, 
the following relation was assumed: 

dTO 
-z 1 (Al) 

To determine the functional relation shown in equation (Al), experimen- 
tal values of (Ti - To) and d./d@(Ti - 
dTo/de, as shown in fi&e ll. 

To) were plotted as a function of 
From this figure, it can be seen that 

for any value of dTo/d0 two values of (Ti - To) and d/d@(Ti - To) 
exist. 

Thus, equation (Al) can be written as 

(Ti '-To), + k & (Ti -To), 1 [ = f (Ti - To)e + k d+ (Ti - ToJp 1 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate values of the variables obta3ned 
for a given value of dTo/d9. Substitution of experimental values 
for (Ti - To) and d/dQ(Ti - To) for any value of dTo/dG yields a 
numerical value of k. Values of k are then plotted as 8 function 
of dT,/de as shawn in figure l2. The final value chosen by inspection 
of these data was 0.168. Knowing k then, the functfon in equation (Al) 
is dete 

'i" 
ned by plotting (Ti - To) + 0.168 d/de(Ti -TO) as 8 functicm 

of dTo de. .The final relationship shown by the faired curve in 
figure 1.3 correspti to equation (6). 

. 

. 

.- 

t 
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Figure 2.- Fixed, air-cooled, total-preesure probe used to measure 
primary thrust. 
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Figure 4 .-View of’ swinging probe and stationary probe mounted on 
airplane. 
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Figure 5.- Erploded view of ewin&~@ PrObe. 
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Figure 6 .- Calibration of the swinging pitotitatic pressure probe as 
determined in the Ames 2- by 2-foot trmsonic test equipment. 

. 
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(a) PI = 0.76, afterburner off. 

Figure 7.- mica1 preee& and temperature profile aorom the fuselage. 
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(a) M = 0.76, afterburner off. 

Figure 8.- T;ypical thrust profile0 across the fuselage exit. 
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